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Abstract—Many circuit analysis workloads incorporate complex execution logic under dynamic control flow, such as branch-and-bound techniques, on-the-fly pruning and recursive decomposition strategies. Parallelizing these kinds of workloads can benefit from the exploitation of dynamic task graph parallelism across arbitrary decision-making points at runtime. A recent research paper AsyncTask has introduced a new programming model that supports the dynamic construction of a computational task graph. Unlike the traditional construct-and-run programming models, AsyncTask offers programmers great flexibility to parallelize large-scale circuit analysis workloads that are extremely sparse, irregular and control-flow intensive. To leverage the power of dynamic task parallelism, AsyncTask users are responsible for creating tasks in a valid topological order. This paper conducts an experimental study to investigate in the runtime difference of different topological orders of tasks on large-scale static timing analysis workloads using AsyncTask. Our result highlights the need for a new technique to get a valid topological sequence that yields a better runtime performance than heuristic-based sorting algorithms for large-scale real-world circuit analysis applications.

Index Terms—Dynamic Task Graph Parallelism, Task Graph, Topological Order

I. INTRODUCTION

Task graph programming (TGP) has inspired many new parallel and heterogeneous circuit analysis algorithms [6]–[8], [10]–[19], [22]–[25], [27], [28], [32], [36], [41], [47], [50], [54]–[61] and large-scale machine learning problems [9], [42]–[45], [51], [52]. Unlike traditional loop-based models that explore parallelism across parallel loops, TGP models a function call as a task and a functional dependency as an edge in a task graph. The left plot in Figure 1 illustrates an example task graph with four tasks and four edges (or dependencies). TGP models enable applications to perform top-down optimization in irregular parallel decomposition strategies that consist of many tasks and dependencies. Then, a TGP runtime is able to scale these dependent tasks across a large number of processors with dynamic load balancing [49]. As a result, the parallel computing community has introduced many successful TGP libraries in various application domains, such as OpenMP [1], Kokkos-DAG [3], PaRSEC [5], Taskflow [20], [21], [31], [33], [48], and Taro [53].

Typically, TGP has two forms: static task graph programming (STGP) and dynamic task graph programming (DTGP).

For the STGP users, they define the task graph in advance and submit it to a STGP runtime for execution. The top right plot in Figure 1 illustrates the timing diagram of STGP. Since the graph structure is defined a priori, the STGP runtime is capable of performing whole-graph optimization. On the other hand, DTGP users define the task graph structure dynamically. Tasks and dependencies are created on the fly according to the runtime variables and control-flow results. As a result, DTGP allows the task creation time to overlap with the task execution time, as shown in the bottom right plot in Figure 1. Thus, DTGP is often more flexible than STGP when dealing with many circuit analysis algorithms that frequently incorporate dynamic control flow to implement irregular parallel decomposition strategies.

Fig. 1: An illustration of the execution diagram of a task graph. The left plot denotes a task graph. The right top plot denotes the execution diagram of STGP while the right below denotes DTGP. White rectangles represent the task creation and gray rectangles represent the task execution. Edges denote the dependencies. Task are created in the order of A-B-C-D in both STGP and DTGP. The blue area highlights the saved time of DTGP over STGP.

Recently, a research paper has introduced a new DTGP library called AsyncTask [10] to assist circuit analysis developers in quickly exploring dynamic task graph parallelism. As AsyncTask has demonstrated a promising runtime performance in large-scale timing analysis workloads, it is now integrated into the popular Taskflow library [31] and Taskflow claims the number of AsyncTask users is increasing. Among the special properties of DTGP, we find one interesting topic that could directly impact the performance of AsyncTask applications and that is, different topological orders for creating the tasks could...
lead to different runtime performance. For example, in Figure 1, the creation of tasks is illustrated in the topological order of A-B-C-D. However, the other valid order A-C-B-D could achieve a better runtime performance than the order A-B-C-D in certain applications, such as multiple tasks relying on the runtime result of task C.

Consequently, in this paper we conduct an experimental study to investigate in the runtime performance effect using different topological orders, and highlight the need for a new technique to schedule tasks with valid topological orders for better runtime performance. By conducting the study, users can further optimize their applications when using AsyncTask to exploit dynamic task graph parallelism. As AsyncTask is inspired to deal with electronic design automation (EDA) applications, this paper will focus on a large-scale circuit analysis problem that is representative of many analysis-driven EDA applications.

II. OVERVIEW OF ASYNC task

AsyncTask [10] is a new dynamic task graph programming (DTGP) library. It enables an efficient implementation of irregular parallel decomposition strategies through a top-down dynamic task graph. It provides an expressive programming model for applications to describe the task graphs easily, and introduces a new task scheduling algorithm to support its programming model with only atomic counters to reduce the overhead of managing the dependencies between tasks.

A. Programming Model

To enable expressive DTGP, AsyncTask directly specifies a task’s dependencies with its dependent tasks in a clear graph description language, which allows programmers to easily leverage the power of DTGP. Listing 1 demonstrates the AsyncTask implementation for the task graph in Figure 1. The program creates a task graph of four tasks, A, B, C, and D. The dependency constraints state that task B and task C run after task A, and task D runs after both task B and task C. To create a task, AsyncTask uses the silent_dependent_async function. Every task defines its own lambda as the first argument followed by a list of dependent tasks. AsyncTask users must follow the rule that the dependent tasks must be created before the current task. For instance, task A must be created before task B. Upon returning from silent_dependent_async, AsyncTask obtains an instantiated task object. After creating all tasks, executor.wait_for_all is called to wait for all tasks to finish.

```c
int main()
{
    Executor executor;
    // create 4 asynchronous tasks
    auto A = executor.silent_dependent_async([]{
        printf("Task A\n");
    });
    auto B = executor.silent_dependent_async([]{
        printf("Task B\n");
        A;
    });
    auto C = executor.silent_dependent_async([]{
        printf("Task C\n");
        A;
    });
    auto D = executor.silent_dependent_async([]{
        printf("Task D\n");
        B, C;
    });
    // wait for the task graph to finish
    executor.wait_for_all();
}
```

Listing 1: AsyncTask implementation of Figure 1.

B. Task Scheduling Algorithm

AsyncTask designs a new task scheduling algorithm to support its new programming model. There are three main designs in AsyncTask’s scheduling algorithm. First, every task object keeps track of its successor tasks in its own successor list instead of in a global data structure. This design can efficiently resolve a dependency when a task finishes the execution. For example, in Figure 1, both task B and task C have task A as the dependent task, and AsyncTask inserts task B and task C in task A’s successor list. When task A finishes, AsyncTask can quickly resolve the associated dependencies by directly checking task A’s successor list rather than iterating every existing task to see what dependencies to resolve.

Second, every task object has a shared ownership between worker threads. As every task is an instantiated task object, it will be destroyed and returned to the operating system after it finishes the execution. To avoid inserting a new task into an empty or wrong task’s successor list (the ABA problem [4]), AsyncTask leverages the idea of shared ownership to keep every task object alive throughout the whole program.

Third, every task has an atomic variable to protect its own successor list from data race. As multiple tasks could insert themselves into one task’s successor list simultaneously, AsyncTask assigns every task an atomic variable and every new task must perform atomic operations before inserting itself into a task’s successor list.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We first demonstrate the impact of different topological sorting sequences on the large-scale timing analysis workloads. Then we showcase the significance of DTGP over STGP on large-scale applications. The goal of the experiment is to 1) point out an optimization direction for AsyncTask users, and 2) highlight the need for a technique to generate a topological sorting sequence that yields a better runtime performance than existing heuristic-based methods.

We compiled programs using g++11.4 with -std=c++20 and -O3 enabled. We ran all the experiments on a Ubuntu 22.04.3 machine with 16 Intel i7-11700 CPU at 2.50 GHz and 125 GB RAM. All data is an average of ten runs.

A. Timing Analysis Workloads

We tested AsyncTask on an industrial static timing analysis (STA) application [24], [36] that leverages task graph parallelism to parallelize graph-based analysis (GBA). STA is a critical step in the overall EDA flow because it analyzes the timing landscape of a circuit design and reports critical paths that do not meet the given constraints (e.g., setup time and hold time).

We considered the state-of-the-art open-source STA engine, OpenTimer [2], [24], as our experimental environment. OpenTimer formulates the GBA algorithm into a task graph and
schedules dependent tasks across many heterogeneous cores for parallel execution. The task graph represents the circuit graph itself and can contain millions of tasks and dependencies for large designs. Each task computes the required timing information at its corresponding node in the circuit graph (e.g., parasitics, slew, delay, arrival time), while each edge represents a dependency between two tasks. Table I lists the statistics of the 12 circuits we used. \( ||V|| \) denotes the number of the tasks in a task graph generated from the circuit and \( ||E|| \) denotes the number of the edges. We categorized the 12 circuits into 4 categories based on the size. For example, c432, c499, and s400 are small-sized circuits and core, and netcard_iccad and leon2_iccad are giant-sized circuits.

### B. Methodology

To run the STA workload using AsyncTask, we first performed a topological sorting on a task graph to get a sequence of tasks and then created tasks in the topological order using AsyncTask’s silent_dependent_async API. In the API, the first argument is the callable function for each task (e.g., timing operations of parasitics, slew, delay, arrival time), which is followed by a list of dependent tasks.

To get a valid topological order of a task graph, we chose three heuristic approaches, the BFS- and DFS-based topological sorting algorithm, and a random approach. For the first two algorithms, we can modify the typical BFS and DFS algorithm to get the orders. For the random approach, we repeated the steps to get the order: 1) push tasks whose dependencies have been resolved into an array, 2) randomly pop one task from that array, and 3) resolve the associated dependencies for that task.

### C. Impact of Different Topological Orders

To schedule a task graph, AsyncTask must follow a topological order of that graph because AsyncTask cannot associate a dependency with a non-existing task. For example, in Listing 1, AsyncTask implements Figure 1 in the A-B-C-D order. AsyncTask cannot schedule the task graph in the D-A-B-C order as we were trying to associate task D with non-existing task B and task C. For a task graph, there are multiple valid topological orders. For instance, both A-B-C-D and A-C-B-D are valid in Figure 1. Different valid orders could lead to distinct runtime performance. Take a task graph with a very deep branch as an example. It is better to schedule tasks with DFS-based topological order than BFS-based order because of higher data locality DFS can bring in the scenario. In this section, we discuss the runtime performance of AsyncTask scheduling tasks based on the DFS- and BFS-based topological sorting algorithm, and one random approach.

Figure 2 shows the runtime comparison of AsyncTask scheduling tasks in the DFS-based, BFS-based, and a random orders. We can see that the implementation with a BFS order runs faster on \texttt{wb dma} and \texttt{tv80}. For example, BFS order is 0.4% faster than DFS for \texttt{tv80}. The implementation with a DFS order runs faster on another 8 circuits. For example, DFS order is 0.9%, 2.5%, and 27% faster than BFS for \texttt{ac97_ctrl}, \texttt{des_perf}, and \texttt{netcard_iccad}, respectively. The runtime difference between BFS and DFS order comes from the variation of the graph architecture. For \texttt{wb dma} and \texttt{tv80}, their graphs have a wide diameter, meaning a task has more neighboring tasks at the same depth level than descendant tasks in a branch. As a result, in BFS order, AsyncTask can schedule a bunch of tasks at the same depth level at once and assign these tasks across all execution units for higher load balancing. On the other hand, for graphs that are deep in a branch, such as \texttt{des_perf}, AsyncTask is able to take advantage of data locality, increase the cache hit rate, and get better performance.

We also find out that for large- and giant-sized circuits, such as \texttt{aes_core} and \texttt{netcard_iccad}, DFS order always gives the better performance. We attribute the finding to the reason below. In modern circuit designs a circuit gate does not have

| Circuits   | \( ||V|| \) | \( ||E|| \) | \( ||V|| + ||E|| \) | Size   |
|------------|-------------|-------------|---------------------|-------|
| c432       | 483         | 925         | 1408                | Small |
| c499       | 614         | 1097        | 1701                |       |
| s400       | 626         | 1125        | 1751                |       |
| \texttt{wb dma} | 13125       | 16593       | 29718               | Medium|
| \texttt{tv80} | 17038       | 23087       | 40125               |       |
| \texttt{ac97_ctrl} | 82438       | 9996        | 925                 | Large |
| \texttt{aes_core} | 66,751      | 86,446      | 153,197             |       |
| \texttt{des_perf} | 303,690     | 387,291     | 690,981             | Giant |
| \texttt{vga_icad} | 397,839      | 498,863     | 996,702             |       |
| \texttt{leon3mp_iccad} | 3,767,832   | 6,277,562   | 9,654,394           |       |
| \texttt{netcard_iccad} | 3,999,174   | 7,404,006   | 11,403,180          |       |
| \texttt{leon2_iccad} | 4,728,255   | 7,984,262   | 12,312,517          |       |

### TABLE I: Task (\( ||V|| \)) and edge (\( ||E|| \)) counts of 12 circuits.
a very high fan-out (the number of output pins connecting to the next gates) because a high fan-out means a high current flow required to meet the total needs of all the connected next gates. A high current flow on a circuit gate could easily lead to reliability issue. As a result, modern circuits are usually deep in shape, especially for large and complex circuits, and the benefit of taking the advantage of data locality outperforms the benefit of load balancing. This finding gives AsyncTask users a good optimization hint when dealing with large-scale timing analysis applications.

In Figure 2, we also find out the random approach gives the best performance despite the graph structure when running c432 and s400. For example, the random approach is 3.86% and 3.33% faster than DFS and BFS when running c432, respectively. This finding puts AsyncTask users in a difficult position because they can not choose DFS- or BFS-based order simply based on the graph structure when the random approach could finish the fastest. Moreover, for STA engineers, they need to iterate the same analysis multiple times and the random approach could give the best order in one iteration while the worst in other iterations. Through this finding, we highlight the need for a new technique that can help users to make the decision about the sorting algorithm or generate a valid topological order that yields a better runtime performance than the three heuristic-based approaches.

D. Significance of DTGP on Large-Scale Workloads

We show the significance of DTGP over STGP on large-scale timing analysis workloads. As OpenTimer adopts STGP, we used it for the evaluation. Figure 3 shows the runtime breakdown of OpenTimer. We can see that the task creation time for STGP increases as the graph grows in size. For example, the task creation time increases from 5.65% in a small-sized circuit to 15.66% in a giant-sized circuit. That means, as the circuit graph grows, we can not neglect the overhead of task creations anymore. As the circuit design is becoming larger in size and more complex in functionality in the current technology, STGP is introducing more overhead in task creations, which standouts the significance of using DTGP in large-scale timing analysis applications.

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we have conducted an experimental study to investigate in the impact of different topological orders on running large-scale timing analysis workloads using recently-published DTGP library, AsyncTask. We have also demonstrated the significance of DTGP over STGP. In the end, we have highlighted the need for a new and clever technique to generate a valid topological order that yields a better runtime performance than heuristic-based algorithms. Future work will focus on applying AsyncTask to other EDA applications, such as distributed computing [26], [29], [30], [38], macro modeling [46], and path-based analysis [34], [35], [37], [39], [40].

Fig. 3: Runtime breakdown of OpenTimer’s construct-and-run model on four selected circuits. (a) Chart of a small-sized circuit, c432. (b) Chart of a medium-sized circuit, ac97_ctrl. (c) Chart of a large-sized circuit, vga_lcl. (d) Chart of a giant-sized circuit, leon2_iccad.
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